H-Net Reviews for May 31 - June 7, 2021

Discussion published by H-Net Reviews on Monday, June 7, 2021

The following reviews were posted to the H-Net Commons between 31 May 2021 and 07 Jun 2021.

Reviewed for H-Italy by Lorenza Tromboni:

Reviewed for Jhistory by Evan C. Rothera:

Reviewed for H-Borderlands by Ana Inés Heras:

Reviewed for H-Nationalism by Lindsay Chervinsky:

Reviewed for H-War by Dan Hart:

Reviewed for H-LatAm by John A. Gutiérrez:
Rodríguez, Daniel A. *The Right to Live in Health: Medical Politics in Postindependence Havana*. Envisioning Cuba

Reviewed for H-Disability by Caroline Lieffers:

Reviewed for H-LatAm by Matías Hermosilla:
Buy from Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dp/1478006382?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1

Reviewed for H-Socialisms by Graeme Pente:

Reviewed for H-Diplo by Amy Rutenberg:
Buy from Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dp/1108493505?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1

Reviewed for H-Environment by Kathryn Wolford:
Buy from Amazon - https://www.amazon.com/dp/1108498205?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1

Reviewed for H-Early-America by Rebecca Shumway:
$35.00, ISBN 978-0-674-73757-0.
Buy [from Amazon](https://www.amazon.com/dp/0674737571?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1)

Reviewed for H-Environment by Joshua Lappen:
Buy [from Amazon](https://www.amazon.com/dp/082294636X?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1)

Reviewed for H-Nationalism by Clayton J. Butler:

Reviewed for H-Buddhism by Adam Pearcey:
Buy [from Amazon](https://www.amazon.com/dp/389733495X?tag=hnetreviews-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1)

Reviewed for H-Asia by Miriam Kingsberg Kadia:

--